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langeron
You cannot tell the Frenchmen from ourselves !
These are the victors.—Ah—Dokhtorof—lost!
dokhtorof's troops are seen to be retreating towards the water. The
watchers stand in painful tenseness.
BUXHOVDEN
Dokhtorof tell to save him as he may !
We, Count, must gather up our shaken flesh
And hurry them by the road through Austerlitz.
buxhovden's regiments and the remains of langeron's are rallied and
collected, and they retreat by way of the hamlet of Aujezd. As they go over
.the summit of a hill buxhovden looks back. langekon's columns, which
were behind his own, have been cut off by vandamme's division coming down
from the Pratzen plateau. This and some detachments from dokhtorof's
column rush towards the Satschan lake and endeavour to cross it on the ice.
It cracks beneath their weight. At the same moment napoleon and his
brilliant staff appear on the top of the Pratzen.
The Emperor watches the scene with a vulpine smile; and directs a
battery near at hand to fire down upon the ice on which the Russians are
crossing. A ghnstly crash and splashing follows the discharge, the shining
surface breaking into pieces like a mirror, which fly in all directions. Two
thousand fugitives are engulfed, and their groans of despair reach the ears of
the watchers like ironical huzzas.
A general flight of the Russian army from wing to wing is now disclosed,
involving in its current the emperor alexander and the emperor fkancis;
v;Jth the reserve, who are seen towards Austerlitz endeavouring to rally their
troops in vain. They are swept along by the disordered soldiery.
SCENE   V
r
THE  SAME.     NEAR  THE WINDMILL OF  PALENY
The mill is about seven miles to the southward, between the French
advanced posts and the Austrians.
A bivouac fire is burning. napoleon, in grey overcoat and beaver hat
turned up front and back, rides to the spot with berthier, savary, and
his aides, and alights. He walks to and fro complacently, meditating or
talking to berthier. Two groups of officers, one from each army, stand in
the background on their respective sides.
napoleon
What's this of Alexander ?    Weep, did he,
Like his old namesake, but for meaner cause ?
Ha, ha!

